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Abstract
The term ‘unagreement’ describes configurations with an apparent person-mismatch
between a typically definite plural subject and non-third person verbal agreement
found in several null subject languages. Previous works have suggested that languages
which have an obligatory definite article in adnominal pronoun constructions (apcs)
allow unagreement (cf. standard modern Greek emeis oi glossologoi “we (the) lin-
guists”), while languages that rule out definite articles in apcs do not allow unagree-
ment constructions (cf. standard Italian noi (*i) linguisti). This article presents new
evidence fromCalabrianGreek (Greko),which corresponds to thepredictions for other
varieties of Greek, and two southern Italian Romance varieties (northern and south-
ern Calabrese): these varieties exhibit Italian-type apcs but still allow unagreement,
contrary to expectations. We discuss how the Romance data may be accommodated
by extending a previous account of unagreement and propose that the hybrid pattern
observed in the Italo-Romance varieties is a result of historical contactwith local Greek
varieties.
* We thank the reviewers and the editors for their thoughtful comments. GeorgHöhn acknowl-
edges funding from the European Research Council Advanced Grant No. 269752 “Rethinking
Comparative Syntax” for part of this research. Giuseppina Silvestri acknowledges funding
from the Leverhulme-funded project “Fading voices in southern Italy: investigating language
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1 Introduction
A proper subset of null subject languages (nsls), including Standard Modern
Greek (smg), Bulgarian, Spanish and Catalan allow definite plural subjects to
control not only third, but also first and second verbal person marking as in
(1). On a perspective taking definite expressions such as the linguists to be third
person, these constructions appear to violate thematching condition on agree-
ment, accounting for the designation of this phenomenon as unagreement
(Hurtado 1985). However, not all nsls allow unagreement, as the ungrammat-
icality of (2) from standard Italian shows.
(1) Oi
the.nom.pl
glossologoi
linguists
ekserevnoume
investigate.1pl
ti
the.acc.sg
fysi
nature
tis
the.gen.sg
glossas.
language.gen.sg
[smg]
‘We linguists investigate the nature of language.’
(2) *I
the.pl
linguisti
linguists
studiamo
investigate.1pl
la
the
natura
nature
del
of.the
linguaggio.
language
[Std. Italian]
In the literature on the issue, two general approaches to the analysis of una-
greement can be discerned (for a more detailed overview see Höhn 2016). On
the one hand, some authors assume that there is indeed a feature mismatch
between the features of the verb and the subject dp in unagreement. Accord-
ingly, this type of approach suggests that the traditional view which considers
the subject dp to control the phi-features of verbal inflection is wrong (see e.g.
Ackema & Neeleman 2013), or at least not applicable in these languages and
contexts (e.g. Ordóñez & Treviño 1999; Villa-García 2010). Alternative analyses
have instead rejected the notion that the subject dp in unagreement construc-
contact in Magna Graecia”. Maria Olimpia Squillaci acknowledges funding from Trinity Col-
lege, Cambridge.
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tions is actually third person, arguing that the phi-features expressed in verbal
morphology are indeed triggered by grammatical features in the structure of
unagreeing subjects (e.g. Choi 2013, 2014; Höhn 2016, 2017).
Both Choi and Höhn suggest that there is a correlation between the avail-
ability of unagreement and the requirement for a definite article in adnominal
pronoun constructions (apcs)/Pronoun-Noun Constructions (pncs).1 This is
illustrated by the contrast between smg and standard Italian in (3).
(3) a. emeis
we
*(oi)
the.nom.pl
glossologoi
linguists
[smg]
‘we linguists’
b. noi
we
(*i)
the.pl
linguisti
linguists
[Std. Italian]
‘we linguists’
Choi and Höhn propose the generalisations in (4) and (5) respectively.
(4) pnc pro-drop generalization ( final version): (Choi 2014: 212, (43))
pnc pro-drop [i.e. unagreement; hss] is allowed only when
a. the predicate agrees with the pnc in consistent pro-drop languages,
and
b. the pnc contains a definite article.
(5) Null subject languages with definite articles (Höhn 2016: 560, (37))
a. show unagreement if they have a definite article in apcs, and
b. do not show unagreement if they have no definite article in apcs.
Both versions are largely equivalent, provided that (5) is understood to refer
to consistent nsls. To the extent that these generalisations are correct, they
suggest that the observable crosslinguistic variation of unagreement is depen-
dent on variation in the nominal domain. This supports the view that una-
greement itself is an expression of special behaviour of parts of the nominal
projection rather than the mechanism of agreement. However, Höhn et al.
(2016) present data from two southern Italian varieties of Calabria, northern
and southern Calabrese,2 which show unagreement while lacking definite arti-
1 We use the term apc throughout this article, except in quotations employing different
terminology.
2 We use the names “northern and southern Calabrese” for the two Italian dialects we discuss
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cles in apcs. This calls into question the crosslinguistic generalisations above.
Starting therefore from the questions raised in Höhn et al. (2016), in this paper
we draw on fresh unpublished data and discuss a new possible analysis for
this unexpected unagreement configuration in the Calabrian varieties, which
substantially differs from the morphological analysis previously proposed. In
particular, in this paper,wediscuss the data from these two Italo-Romance vari-
eties in the context of language contactwithGreek varieties historically spoken
in Calabria and still found in a few villages of the province of Reggio Calabria
(southern Calabria). We propose to extend Höhn’s (2016) analysis to account
for the unexpected availability of unagreement in the Calabrian varieties and
offer some discussion of the role of the specific contact situation. The locations
of the varieties under discussion here are illustrated in Figure 1.
The data discussed throughout this contribution stem from previous and
on-going investigations on properties of the nominal domain for which two of
the authors have conducted fieldwork in both areas of northern and southern
Calabria; see also Silvestri (2013) and Squillaci (2016). Between 2015 and 2017
both authors, whomay also rely on their native competence of the local Greek
variety (M.O. Squillaci) as well as the Italo-Romance varieties (G. Silvestri for
northernCalabrese,M.O. Squillaci for southernCalabrese) under examination,
consulted a number of native speakers of northern and southern Calabrese
who belong to older and younger generations in order to corroborate the una-
greement patterns in the light of possible variation inmore vs less conservative
usage.Unless stated otherwise, theRomance andGreekdata fromCalabria pre-
sented in this paper are completely new.
In the next section, we sketch Höhn’s (2016) account for unagreement and
briefly present two additional subcases of unagreement not discussed in the lit-
erature. In section 3, we introduce Calabrian Greek (Greko) and briefly discuss
its behaviourwith respect to unagreement. Section 4 summarises the problems
arising for the generalisations in (4) and (5) from the occurrence of unagree-
ment in northern and southern Calabrese. We propose a potential analysis for
the unagreement patterns in the Italo-Romance varieties in section 5,whichwe
relate to theGreek-Romance contact situation in section 6. Section 7 concludes
the paper.
throughout the paper spoken in the Italian region of Calabria in the village of Verbicaro
(province of Cosenza, northern Calabria) and Bova Marina (province of Reggio Calabria,
southern Calabria), respectively; “Calabrian” here means “spoken in Calabria”.
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figure 1 The Italian region of Calabria with the villages of Verbicaro, the source of the
northern Calabrese data described here, and BovaMarina, the source of the
southern Calabrese and Greko data. The region of Basilicata is referenced in section
6.2.
map data from maps.google.com
2 An analysis of unagreement
In this section,we summariseHöhn’s (2016) account of unagreement,whichwe
are adopting as the basis for our proposals in section 5 and add two subcases
of unagreement not discussed in the literature: wh-unagreement and relative
clause unagreement. Moreover, we briefly discuss why we chose Höhn (2016)
over the competing account by Choi (2013, 2014).
The core of Höhn’s (2016) account is that languages with unagreement, like
smg, encode nominal person in a syntactic position distinct from that of the
definite article as illustrated in (6).3
3 The practice of decomposing person into two binary features [±part(icipant)] and [±au-
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(6) PersP
Pers
±dem⎡
⎢⎢
⎣
person: ±auth
⎤
⎥⎥
⎦±part
DP
D
[+def]
NumP
Num
[number: pl]
nP
n (√)
If Pers is spelled out overtly as a personal pronoun according to its feature
specification and NumP contains overt material (notably a noun or adjective),
the result is an apc. Since Pers and d are distinct heads, this nominal structure
will normally show obligatory definite articles in apcs as illustrated for smg in
(3a) above.4
Höhn suggests that pronouns have the structure in (6) as well, however
with a null nominal element (Panagiotidis 2002) at their core, presumably
corresponding to a little n categoriser without an associated root (Panagiotidis
2011, 2015). The d head is assumed to receive null spell-out when there is no
overt material inside NumP due to the phonologically dependent nature of the
article(s), i.e. as a last resort mechanism to avoid stranding the definite article
in the absence of an adjective or head noun that could act as a phonological
host. For details, see Höhn (2016, 2017).
Pro-drop is conceived of as null spell-out of the Pers head carrying person
features within such a pronominal structure, yielding a syntactically complex
but phonologically unrealised noun phrase in null subject contexts.5 When
such null spell-out of Pers applies to a structure containing overt material in
NumP (notably adjectives or a head noun), the result is unagreement with
Pers not overtly realised, while the dp complement remains overt. Recall that
languages with unagreement all seem to be null subject languages (Choi 2014,
Höhn 2016), so the hypothesis that the same mechanism plays a role in both
th(or)] follows Nevins (2007, 2011). [+auth, +part] corresponds to first person in traditional
terminology.
4 The counterexamples found in the two Calabrian Romance varieties at the core of this paper
are discussed in sections 4–6.
5 Null spell-out of Pers probably needs to be licensed by a probing head identifying the phi-
features on Pers (Höhn 2016:572, fn. 21), typically a t head for subjects and possibly a v head
for direct objects (see Höhn 2016:574ff. for discussion of object unagreement).
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phenomena seems plausible. Adopting the general framework of Distributed
Morphology (e.g. Halle & Marantz 1993; Embick 2010), this insight can be
implemented by the vocabulary items (vis) in (7). Höhn suggests that whether
or not Pers is realised overtly depends on the specification of a [±dem(onstra-
tive)] feature on Pers. Based on the emphatic interpretation triggered by the
use of overt pronouns in null subject languages and the parallel behaviour of
adnominal pronouns and demonstratives in ruling out unagreement, a [+dem]
specification is associated with an overt realisation, while [-dem] Pers heads
receive null spell-out as sketched in (7) for smg.6
(7) Pers [-dem] ↔ Ø [smg]
Pers [+dem, +auth, +part, pl] ↔ emeis
On this account, the main reason that languages like standard Italian do not
allow unagreement is that they have actual pronominal determiners (Postal
1969; Abney 1987), i.e. person features are encoded directly on the d head as
sketched in (8).
(8) DP
D
+def
±dem
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣
person: ±auth
⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦±part
NumP
Num
[number: pl]
nP
n (√)
Since person features are encoded directly on d in this configuration, the
realisation of definiteness features and person features is mutually dependent.
This means that it is not possible to have null spell-out for person features but
not for definiteness. Null spell-out of person features in a structure like (8)
6 The pattern of co-occurrence of definite articles with demonstratives does not seem to be
straightforwardly crosslinguistically identical to the pattern of articles in in apcs. Spanish
and Bulgarian, for example, require definite articles in apcs but lack definite articles with
demonstratives (only for prenominal demonstratives in the case of Spanish). Note, however,
that Spanish exhibits an overt definite article with postnominal demonstratives, and collo-
quial varieties of Bulgarian allow overt definite articles in the presence of demonstratives
(Arnaudova 1998 via Caink 2002). This suggests that the co-occurrence patterns of the article
with demonstratives and adnominal pronouns may be comparable after all, albeit not iden-
tical.
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with an overt lexical noun would result in a bare noun with a definite (and
potentially first or second person) interpretation. Importantly, languages like
Italian do not allow definite readings of bare nouns (cf. e.g. Longobardi 1994,
2008 among others). Höhn interprets this as a requirement for definiteness to
be overtly expressed in the presence of an overt np.7
Choi (2013, 2014) also connects the availability of unagreement to the con-
trast between the presence of definite articles in apcs illustrated in (3) above.
In contrast to Höhn’s analysis outlined above, however, he proposes that apcs
have the same structural configuration in languages with unagreement as in
thosewithout.Within a classical dp structure, adnominal pronounsmove from
a lower specifier position in the extendednominal projection to SpecDP inboth
types of language as sketched in (9).
(9) (after Choi 2014: 141, (3))DP
Pronoun
emeis D
oi
NumP
Num0 dxP
Pronoun
dx0 NP
|
N0
foitites
On this analysis, what differentiates languages with unagreement (=pnc pro-
drop in (4) above) from those without it is the phonological presence of a
definite article in apcs. This acts as intermediate licensor for pro-drop applying
to the pronoun in SpecDP—see (4b)—in addition to the commonly assumed
licensing condition for plain pro-drop, namely (rich) verbal inflection—see
(4a).
In contrast, Höhn (2016) argues that the variation in unagreement reflects a
structural difference. Höhn’s claim that unagreement depends on a structural
configuration where person is encoded distinctly from d is supported by the
7 See Höhn et al. (2016) for an alternative way of deriving unagreement from this structure,
which may, however, run into problems with the other types of unagreement discussed
below.
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observation of further unagreement-like constructions where d may be either
absent altogether or occupied by an element not typically associated with
(non-third) person. In the remainder of this section, we sketch three further
types of unagreement: quantificational unagreement (see also Ackeman &
Neeleman 2013; Höhn 2016), as well as wh-unagreement and relative clause
unagreement,which appear to show similar effects but havenot been explicitly
discussed in the literature to our knowledge.
The term quantificational unagreement describes instances of non-third
person agreement with quantified subject dps, which typically do not contain
overt definite articles, as illustrated for smg in (10).8The interpretation requires
the speaker (first person) or addressee (second person) of the utterance to be
a member of the restrictor set of the quantifier, namely neoi ‘young people’.
Building on Heim (2008) and Höhn (2014a), this effect may be the result of
presuppositions triggered by (silent) person features inside the subject phrase.
Standard Italian, on the other hand, lacks quantificational unagreement (11),
although the language has rich verbal agreementmorphology that licenses def-
inite null subjects. This parallels the pattern observed for definite unagreement
above.
(10) (*Emeis)
we
polloi
many
neoi
young.people
den
neg
echoume
have.1pl
douleia.
work
[smg]
‘Many (of us) young people don’t have work.’
(11) *Molti
many
giovani
young.people
non
neg
abbiamo
have.1pl
lavoro.
Work
[Std. Italian]
Choi’s account wrongly predicts the Greek sentence in (10) to be ungrammati-
cal because there is no overt article to license pnc pro-drop (alternatively, the
phenomenon would have to be treated as unrelated to plain, definite unagree-
ment). This empirical challenge for the view that there is no structural differ-
ence between languages with and without unagreement is also relevant to the
southern Italo-Romance data presented in section 4.
On the other hand, Höhn’s (2016) proposal allows an analysis that captures
the variation in quantificational unagreement based on the difference in the
structural position of person features (for details see Höhn 2016). In smg,
8 There appears to be some crosslinguistic variation as to which quantifiers can participate in
quantificational unagreement. This is not our focus here; see Höhn (2016) for a comparison
of smg and Spanish. Overt pronouns are not available in such contexts; see below.
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person features are not encodedondefinited—as shownby the fact that in this
language both Pers andd are reflected in the overt co-occurrence of adnominal
pronouns and definite articles in apcs—and are therefore not restricted to
definite contexts, though they cannot be overtly realised as personal pronouns
in such non-definite contexts. Höhn (2016) connects this to the obligatorily
non-demonstrative nature of the relevant contexts. This correspond to the
[-dem] feature in (7) above which is associated with null spell-out of Pers.9
In contrast, Italian encodes person features on definite d—as reflected by
the complementary distribution of adnominal pronouns and definite articles.
This prevents the occurrence of person features in non-definite contexts like
(11).
Inwh-unagreement, an animatewh-subject, arguably indefinite (e.g. Chom-
sky 1995: 263), controls non-third person verbal agreement; see (12). Like in
quantificational unagreement, an overt pronoun is not available here, as
expected if overt pronouns require a [+demonstrative] context in line with
Höhn’s (2016) proposal. The contribution of the person feature in (12) is that
the speaker (first person) or addressee (second person) has to be a member of
the reference set of every possible answer. Just like quantificational unagree-
ment, wh-unagreement is not available in Italian (13).
(12) (*Emeis)
we
poioi
who.pl
tha
fut
pame
go.1pl
sto
to.the
kentro
centre
telika?
eventually
[smg]
‘Who (of us) will go to the centre eventually?’
(13) * Chi
who.pl
andiamo
go.1pl
in
in
centro
centre
alla
at.the
fine?
end
[Std. Italian]
9 Quantifiers without overt articles like polloi “many” may project a qp in the complement
of the Pers head: [PersP Pers [qp q NumP]]. The quantifier oloi “all” would take a full
PersP as a complement which in turn contains a dp, since full apcs are possible, e.g. oloi
emeis oi glossologoi, lit. all we the linguists, “all us linguists”. In support of the proposal that
demonstrativity plays a role, note that demonstratives are also possible with this quantifier:
oloi aftoi oi glossologoi “all these linguists”. The quantifier oi perissoteroi “most” seems to
involve the structure [PersP Pers [dp d [qp q NumP]]] considering the presence of the
definite article oi. See also Höhn (2016: 573, fn. 23). Native speakers seem to either reject
overt pronouns with this quantifier or at least consider them more marked than regular
apcs, which again supports the idea that it is not the presence of the definite article per se
that licenses unagreement. For the special behaviour of the distributive quantifier kathewith
respect to unagreement, see Höhn (2016:550, fn. 8).
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This contrast follows if languages likeGreekmerge person features indepen-
dently of (definite or indefinite) d in the nominal domain as suggested byHöhn
(2016), in the case of (12) scoping over the wh-word inside the same extended
nominal projection. If person features are merged on definite d in Italian, on
the other hand, they are correctly predicted to be unavailable in contexts like
(13).
Finally, unagreement is also possible in subject relative clauses as in (14).
smg has two types of relative clauses, one introduced by the relative marker
pou involving anull subject andoneusing anovert relative pronoun. Both allow
non-third person agreement, although the latter is of more immediate interest
to the present discussion, since it involves an overt realisation of the subject
and relative pronouns typically exclusively trigger third person agreement in
languages without unagreement. The relative pronoun cannot be preceded
by an overt pronoun within the subject phrase, which is expected on Höhn’s
(2016) account on the assumption that relative pronouns cannot be [+demon-
strative]. Like the other types of unagreement, this is not possible in standard
Italian (15).
(14) Oi
the.nom.pl
foitites
students
{(*eseis)
you.pl
oi
the.nom.pl
opoioi/
rel.pl
pou}
rel
diavasate
read.pst.2pl
kserete
know.2pl
gia
about
poio
what
pragma
thing
milao.
speak.1sg
[smg]
‘You students who did your readings know what I am talking about.’
(15) * Gli
the.pl
studenti
students
che
rel.pl
avete
have.2pl
letto
read. ppt
sapete
know.2pl
di
of
che
what
cosa
thing
parlo.
speak.1sg
[Std. Italian]
To conclude this section, we have seen four types of unagreement construc-
tions: (classic) definite unagreement, quantificational unagreement, wh-un-
agreement and relative clause unagreement. We take these constructions to
have a common structural basis in the dissociation of person features from the
d projection in line with Höhn’s (2016) proposal.
The next two sections present the unagreement patterns in Calabrian Greek
and in northern and southern Calabrese.
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3 Unagreement in Calabrian Greek
Having outlined our approach to unagreement, we nowmove on to analyse the
varieties under consideration. In this section, we start by presenting data from
Calabrian Greek.
Although much research has been carried out on the morpho-syntax of
Greko, no previous work has dealt with the unagreement phenomenon in this
variety.We argue here that Greko patterns with smg as far as the availability of
unagreement and the structure of apcs is concerned. Consider the example in
(16), which shows that definite plural subjects can control not only third person
plural agreement, but equally first and second person.10
(16) Ta
the.pl
pedìa
children
pèzome/pèzete/pèzusi
play.1pl/2pl/3pl
me
with
ta
the.pl
chartìa.
cards
[Greko]
‘We/you/the children play with cards.’
As in smg, apcs in Greko obligatorily contain a definite article following the
adnominal pronoun, see (17).
(17) Emì
we
*(ta)
the.pl
pedìa
children
den
neg
pìnnome
drink.1pl
kafè.
coffee
‘We children don’t drink coffee.’
Example (18) shows that the same holds for demonstratives, suggesting again a
correlation between apcs and demonstratives.
(18) Tuta
this.pl
*(ta)
the.pl
pedìa
children
pau
go.3pl
sto
to.the
spiti.
house
‘These children go home.’
Both adnominal pronouns and demonstratives restrict the availability of una-
greement insofar as verbal agreement in examples (17) and (18) is obligatorily
first and third person plural respectively.
The data presented above suggest that the unagreement pattern attested in
theGreek variety of Calabria is identical to that found in smg. Additionally, the
10 As stated in the introduction, the data presented and discussed in this paper were col-
lected during numerous fieldwork trips to Calabria by G. Silvestri and M.O. Squillaci
between 2014 and 2017. Furthermore, these two authors also relied on their native com-
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data show that Greko has not been influenced in this respect by neighbouring
Romance varieties or standard Italian, neither of whichmanifest unagreement,
cf. (2). Importantly, Greko supports Choi’s and Höhn’s generalisation on the
unagreement pattern, since it is a consistent null subject language (cf. Katso-
yannou 1995) and it obligatorily exhibits the definite article in apcs, as demon-
strated in (17).
Again like smg, Greko also displays quantificational unagreement as shown
in (19).
(19) Liga/
few
poddà/
many
ola
all
ta/
the.pl
pende
five
pedìa
children
trògome
eat.1pl
ode.
here
‘Few/ many/ all the/ five (of us) children eat in here.’
Calabrian Greek also patterns with smg with respect to the availability of wh-
and relative clause unagreement, see (20).
(20) (*Emì)
we
pii
who.pl
pame
go.1pl
sto
to.the
Gaddicianò
Gallicianò
avri?
tomorrow
[Greko]
‘Who (of us) will go to Gallicianò tomorrow?’
(21) ta
the.nom.pl
pedìa
children
{(*emì)
we
ti/
rel
pou}
pu.rel
ejàmma
go.pst.1pl
ecì
there
[Greko]
‘we children who went there’
To conclude this section, we note that we have not found evidence for mor-
phosyntactic microvariation between smg and Greko in the domain of nomi-
nal person and assume that the analysis outlined above for apcs and unagree-
ment in smg applies in Greko as well.
4 Unagreement in Calabrian Italo-Romance varieties
Turning now to the Romance varieties spoken in Calabria, Höhn et al. (2016)
observe unagreement data in two southern Italian dialects, namely northern
petence in northern Calabrese and southern Calabrese and Greko respectively. The data
reported in the paper reflect their judgments, whichwere tested and continuously corrob-
orated with 15–20 native speakers (only around 8 for Greko) between January 2015 and
May 2017 in each of the relevant localities (Verbicaro for northern Calabrese and Bova
Marina for southern Calabrese and Greko).
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and southernCalabrese, cf. (22b–c), in contrast to standard Italian as illustrated
in (22a).11
(22) a. * I
the.pl
bambini
children
giochiamo
play.1pl
a
at
carte.
cards
[Standard Italian]
b. I
the.pl
quatrarə
children
iucamə
play.1pl
i
the.pl
cartə.
cards
[Northern Calabrese]
‘We children play cards.’
c. I
the.pl
figghioli
children
iocamu
play.1pl
e
the.pl
carti.
cards
[Southern Calabrese]
‘We children play cards.’
On the other hand, however, these two southern Italo-Romance varieties differ
from other languages with unagreement, like smg and Greko, in that they do
not allow the definite article in apcs. In this respect, they patternwith standard
Italian, as shown in (23).
(23) a. Noi
we
(*i)
the.pl
bambini
children
giochiamo
play.1pl
a
at
carte.
cards
[Standard Italian]
‘We children play cards.’
b. Nua
we
(*i)
the.pl
quatrarə
children
iucamə
play.1pl
i
the.pl
cartə.
cards
[Northern Calabrese]
‘We children play cards.’
c. Nui
we
(*i)
the.pl
figghioli
children
iocamu
play.1pl
e
the.pl
carti.
cards
[Southern Calabrese]
‘We children play cards.’
Höhn et al. (2016) notice that these data present a problem for the previously
observed correlation between definiteness marking and unagreement (Choi
2013, 2014; Höhn 2016). In particular, the southern Italo-Romance patterns of
unagreement contradict the second statement of Höhn’s generalisation, as
11 The data in (22) and (23) closely resemble examples (1)–(3) in Höhn et al. (2016:137f.) and
Höhn et al. (2016:142, (13)) respectively.
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expressed in (5b) and repeated below as (24b), as well as Choi’s Condition on
d0 in (4).
(24) Null subject languages with definite articles
a. show unagreement if they have a definite article in apcs, and
b. do not show unagreement if they have no definite article in apcs.
The observed contrast with standard Italian and the pattern predicted by (24)
call for anexplanation. Before turning to apotential analysis in thenext section,
weneed to additionally point out that both varieties also exhibit the other types
of unagreement introduced in section 2, again in contrastwith standard Italian.
Quantificational unagreement is illustrated in (25), wh-unagreement in (26)
and relative clause unagreement in (27).
(25) a. Abbogghia
many
giughənə
young.people
non
neg
lavuramə.
work.1pl
[Northern Calabrese]
‘Many (of us) young people do not work.’
b. Assai
many
figghioli
young.people
non
neg
lavuramu.
work.1pl
[Southern Calabrese]
‘Many (of us) young people do not work.’
(26) a. Cu
who.pl
partiəzə
leave.2pl
crai?
tomorrow
[Northern Calabrese]
‘Who (of you) will leave tomorrow?’
b. Cu
who.pl
jiti
go.2pl
domani?
tomorrow
[Southern Calabrese]
‘Who (of you) will go tomorrow?’
(27) a. I
the.pl
quatrarə
children
kkə
rel
jamə
go.1pl
a
to
scola
school
scriviəmə
write.1pl
miəgghjə
better
[Northern Calabrese]
‘We children who go to school (know how to) write better.’
b. I
the.pl
figghioli
children
chi
rel
iamu
go.1pl
a
to
scola
school
scrivimu
write.1pl
megghiu
better
[Southern Calabrese]
‘We children who go to school (know how to) write better.’
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As observed in section 2, the standard Italian counterparts of these exam-
ples are ungrammatical. The next session discusses the significance of these
patterns.
5 Extending the hidden feature analysis
The lack of definite articles in apcs in northern and southern Calabrese ob-
served in the previous section challenges the connection between the presence
of definite articles in apcs and the availability of unagreement suggested by
Choi’s (2013, 2014) andHöhn’s (2016) generalisations.While itmay seem tempt-
ing towholly reject the idea of such a connection on the basis of these problem-
atic data, we think it would be rash to dismiss the still relatively robust—albeit
not exceptionless12—correlation observed by Choi and Höhn as accidental. In
the absence of a new generalisation, doing so would not only not provide an
explanation for the problems raised in the previous section, but it would also
negate any insights gained into the wider crosslinguistic distribution of una-
greement on the basis of these tendencies.
So instead of rejecting the connection between the structure of apcs and
the availability of unagreement, we would like to suggest that the structural
configuration Höhn (2016) proposes as the basis of unagreement (see section
2) extends to the southern Italian dialects as well.13 On this analysis, person
features are encoded separately fromd like in smg andCalabrianGreek, rather
than being located ond as in standard Italian. The relevant structure, whichwe
suggest applies in northern and southern Calabrese as well, is repeated in (28).
(28) PersP
Pers
±dem⎡
⎢⎢
⎣
person: ±auth
⎤
⎥⎥
⎦±part
DP
D
[+def]
NumP
Num
[number: pl]
nP
n (√)
12 In addition to the unpredicted availability of unagreement discussed here, Höhn (2016:
560, fn. 15)mentions the unexpected lack of unagreement in Romanian and some Semitic
languages. See Höhn (2017: ch. 6) for further discussion of this aspect.
13 An alternative account presented byHöhn et al. (2016) assumes that the crucial difference
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Thismeans that in contrast to standard Italian, person features and definite-
ness are encoded on structurally distinct heads. Consequently, the presence of
a definite article in a subject does not entail grammatical third person features
as it does in standard Italian, since the trigger for—particularly non-third—
person agreement, the Pers head, is independent fromd. Since these languages
allow pro-drop, person features may receive null spell-out, which results in the
typical unagreement configuration.
Importantly, an approach of this sort retains the idea that there is a struc-
tural correlate of unagreement in the guise of the PersP structure, with person
and definiteness encoded in separate structural positions. This leads to the pre-
dictionmentioned in section 2 that nominal personmarking should be able to
occur in non-definite contexts in languages with this type of structural inde-
pendence of person and definiteness (see alsoHöhn 2017: ch. 4). This is system-
atically attested in the phenomena of quantificational and wh-unagreement
first discussed in section 2. Relative clause unagreement represents a further
context indicating a disjunction between person features and definiteness. As
shown in section 4, the two Calabrian Romance varieties at issue here do not
only differ from standard Italian in allowing classical unagreement with def-
inite plural subjects, but also allow these other types of unagreement. This
supports our proposal that person features are represented in a position dis-
tinct from d in these languages as well.
Of course, this analysis raises the question of why apcs in both south-
ern Romance varieties follow the pattern of standard Italian, where the co-
occurrence of definite article and adnominal pronoun is excluded, rather than
that of the Greek varieties (smg, CalabrianGreek)with obligatory definite arti-
cles in apcs. Assuming an analysis with distinct Pers and d heads, there is
no a priori reason why their exponence should be mutually exclusive in the
southern Italian varieties. In fact, one would rather expect a replication of the
Greek pattern. Note, however, that the presence of an overtly realised definite
article itself is not a formal requirement for the licensing of unagreement on
Höhn’s (2016) analysis that we propose to extend to these cases. Rather, it is the
structurally distinct representation of person from d that is responsible for the
availability of definite, quantificational, wh- and relative clause unagreement.
between standard Italian and the southern dialects under discussion is not in their struc-
ture, but in the specification of their vocabulary items.While this reduction to the vocabu-
lary is attractive from the perspective of learnability, it offers no principled explanation for
the systematic existence of non-definite types of unagreement. For this reason, we prefer
the account in the main text as a general account, although a vocabulary-based account
may have played a role at some early stage of language contact (see section 6).
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Therefore, we do not take this to be a fatal problem and assume that d receives
null spell-out in the context of an overt Pers head in apcs in these southern
Italo-Romance varieties.
We suspect that the unexpected lack of an overt article in apcs may be
connected to the particular sociolinguistic and contact situation these varieties
find themselves in. An observation bearing on this issue concerns the status of
apcs. In languages like smg, such expressions are regularly available, as shown
by the optional presence of the overt pronoun in (29). The same holds for
Calabrian Greek, as illustrated in (30).
(29) (Eseis)
you.pl
oi
the.pl
glossologoi
linguists
mou
me.gen
lete
tell.2pl
treles
crazy
istories.
stories
[smg]
‘You linguists tell me crazy stories.’
(30) (Esise)
you.pl
i
the.pl
miccedde
girls
den
neg
troghete
eat.2pl
poddì.
much
[Greko]
‘You girls don’t eat much.’
In contrast, reactions from our northern and southern Calabrese informants
indicate that in these varieties apcs are perceived as highly marked compared
to unagreement constructions, to the extent that some speakers perceive them
as instances of code-switching to standard Italian.
The reactions of our informants suggest that apcs are not widely used in
these southern Italo-Romance varieties and are therefore presumably also rare
in the primary linguistic data at the disposal of children acquiring these vari-
eties. If this is the case, one would not expect them to play an important role in
language acquisition. This suggests an interesting switch in perspective regard-
ing the relationship of apcs and unagreement, with potential implications
beyond the languages discussed here. Rather than particular apc structures
providing the trigger for the acquisition of unagreement, it may be unagree-
ment constructions that provide the relevant cues for the learner to posit a
nominal structure with person and definiteness encoded independently of
eachother. Unfortunately,we are not aware of any corpus or acquisition studies
that could clarify the actual distribution of unagreement and apcs in primary
linguistic data and their relative accessibility and development in language
acquisition. These would be fruitful areas for future research—not only on the
internal dialectal variation discussed here, but also more generally.14
14 Complications for studies of this sort on Greko and the two Calabrian Italo-Romance
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In any case, the type of apcs with overt definite articles attested in lan-
guages like smg, Calabrian Greek or Spanish would represent the unmarked
way of realising such a structure acquired on the basis of unagreement. As
stated above, this does not preclude the possibility that the d headmay remain
unpronounced under specific circumstances in some languages. Against that
background, the complementary distribution of definite articles and adnomi-
nal pronouns observed in the southern Italo-Romance varieties discussed here
could be due to a surface-oriented constraint against their co-occurrence15
rather than an indication that they realise the same syntactic position. Such a
constraint may be the result of language contact with standard Italian, leading
to a reproduction of the surface representation of standard Italian apcs while
still retaining a distinct underlying syntactic structure.
Pushing this analysis, one may consider the possibility that the person head
in these varieties can only be realised overtly by a personal pronoun if there is
no overt phonological material in its complement domain. Höhn (2017: ch. 2
and 3) describes a similar pattern in Basque, which also rules out adnominal
uses of personal pronouns leading to a lack of (straightforward) apcs. On this
view, both Calabrian Romance varieties under discussion may also lack apcs
altogether. Indeed, it seems that speakers are reluctant to use apcs even in
contrastive contexts like (31), which typically help to trigger [+dem] apcs with
an overt realisation of Pers in other unagreement languages. In these varieties,
consultants appear to much prefer to reformulate apcs in such sentences in
terms of plain personal pronouns instead.
(31) you troops will remain but the other troops will embark. (Sommerstein
1972: 204)
The observed apc pattern resembling that of standard Italian would seem to
only be a last resort, used when the speaker is urged to use an overt pronoun
or, e.g., when a nominal expression with non-third person occurs in isolation.
varieties arise from the non-standardised nature of the languages. A further concern for
Greko in particular is its endangered status and the very low number of remaining native
speakers.
15 The unexpected complementary distribution of two nodes expected to be adjacent may
be the result of interaction of contextual restrictions of the vocabulary items involved (for
discussion of such an effect in Basque, see Höhn 2014b). In the present cases, it may be
that d receives null spell-out in the local context of a [+dem] Pers head and the overt
realisation of Pers is restricted to contexts where it is not followed by an overtly realised
d.
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In the latter case, the person of an unagreeing nominal expression (i.e., a
phrase looking like a plain definite noun phrase but with non-third person
interpretation) cannot be identified due to the lack of an agreeing t head. Such
an unagreement structure with a null Pers head would be indistinguishable
from a plain definite noun phrase, for which pragmatic considerations would
presumably favour a default third person interpretation. This relates to the
additional requirement for a phi-agreeing probe (t in the case of unagreeing
subjects) to license the null realisation of Pers mentioned in footnote 6 above,
which makes identification of the person/number properties of the nominal
phrase possible in the absence of overt marking in the nominal phrase. If there
is no probe identifying the phi-features of the Pers head, themutual exclusivity
of the overt realisation of either Pers or d seems to exceptionally make way for
a realisation of Pers rather than d, leading to a surface string resembling the
standard Italian apc pattern (and indeed possibly influenced by it).
The next section considers the appearance of unagreement in the southern
Italian varieties under discussion against the background of the language con-
tact situation in which these varieties have developed.
6 Contact
In the previous sections, we have examined the unagreement phenomenon in
the southern Italian varieties from a syntactic perspective. In this section, we
discuss the potential origins of the unagremeent configuration in southern and
northern Calabrese from the perspective of language contact, given the fact
that the occurrence of unagreement does not seem to be paralleled in most
other Italo-Romance varieties, such as central and northern Italian dialects.
Even though, to the best of our knowledge, no systematic study of the range
of Italian varieties showing or disallowing unagreement is currently available,
we observe from preliminary investigations that only a compact group of Italo-
Romance varieties, notably those spoken in northern and southern Calabria,
displays patterns of unagreement. We believe it is no accident that unagreee-
ment is attested in the former Greek-speaking area of southern Italy and that
its emergence may have been triggered by the long-lasting contact between
Romance and Greek.16 Crucially, in a historical scenario of bilingualism (Fan-
ciullo 1996, 2001), unagreement would be a morpho-syntactic hybrid configu-
16 Historical evidence shows that Greek was extensively spoken (and taught) in Calabria
throughout theMiddle Ages until at least the second half of the 14th century, as Francesco
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ration resulting from the transfer of a grammatical structure from one system
into the other.
6.1 Greek-Romance contact in southern Calabria
We begin our discussion by briefly describing the sociolinguistic situation of
southern Calabria. Nowadays, Greko is only spoken as a minority language
in few villages of the province of Reggio Calabria (Bova (Marina), Condofuri,
Gallicianò, Roghudi Nuovo).17 However, this variety used to be a dominant lan-
guage in this area for many centuries (Rohlfs 1972 a.o.). Until the beginning of
the 20th century, the majority of the population in these villages was mono-
lingual in Greko or at best bilingual in Greko-Romance.18 As a result, the deep
and intense contact between Greko and the local Romance varieties brought
about the emergence of many hybrid grammatical structures in both varieties
(Rohlfs 1972; Katsoyannou 1995, 1997; Guardiano & Stavrou 2014; Squillaci 2016
a.o).
In particular, southern Calabrese displays many linguistic features which
have been ascribed to the Greek substratum of the area and there is ample
evidence that it has transferred not only lexical material but also grammati-
cal structures fromGreek into its Romance grammar (Ledgeway 2013; Squillaci
2016; Ledgeway et al. forthcoming a, b, a.o.). Two of the most studied cases of
Greek influence are (i) the lack of the present perfect and the subsequent use
of the aorist tense in its place, and (ii) the dual complementiser system (viz.
ca andmu, and their allomorphs) based on a realis/irrealis distinction (Rohlfs
1972; Katsoyannou 1995, 1997; Ledgeway 2013; Roberts and Roussou 2003; Squil-
laci 2016 a.o.). The observations of Höhn et al. (2016) and the present paper
suggest that unagreement may be an additional example for the pervasive
influence of Greek.
As discussed previously, unagreement is not attested in standard Italian and,
from a preliminary search into the corpus provided by ovi (Opera del Vocabo-
lario Italiano), there seem to be no attestations of this phenomenon in Old
Petrarca in 1368 advised one of his pupils who was eager to learn Greek to go to Calabria
(cf. Vasiliev 1952:718).
17 Cf. Spano (1965), Katsoyannou (2001:8–9), Martino (1980:308–313), Stamuli (2007:16–19),
Remberger (2011:126–127).
18 The sharpest decline of speakers occurred from the 20th century onwards due to sev-
eral socio-economic factors (Martino 1980; Katsoyannou 1995; Stamuli 2008; Squillaci to
appear).
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Italian either. By contrast, unagreement is productively employed in smg and
Calabrian Greek as well as in many Sicilian and Calabrian Romance varieties.
Given the common Greek substratum of this area, and particularly given the
fact that Greek has been the trigger for the development of many hybridGreek-
Romance grammatical structures (cf. genitive-dative syncretism, dual comple-
mentiser, auxiliation, verbal periphrases), the hypothesis of a Greek origin of
the phenomenon seems highly plausible at least in the case of unagreement in
southern Calabrian.
The initially puzzling hybrid pattern—the availability of unagreement in
a language with the (standard Italian) pronominal determiner structure that
has previously been taken to be incompatible with unagreement—may actu-
ally provide support for the hypothesis that unagreement represents a further
point of contact between Greek and Romance in southern Italy. As is well doc-
umented (see discussion in Heine & Kuteva 2005), the emergence of hybrid
structures is very frequent in contact situations.19 Indeed, when a structure is
transferred fromone language to the other, the resulting structure is not always
a calque of the original one. Rather, it is often a new formwhose features reveal
the contribution of two or more systems. As shown by Heine, more generally
language contact is the trigger for grammatical change.Nevertheless, languages
depart form a starting point in creative ways, simultaneously employing mate-
rial fromwhatevermodel language is involved aswell as from their own system.
Given this fundamental premise, we now consider a possible contact scenario
for the development of the unagreement configuration in southern Calabrese.
Considering that the majority of the population of southern Calabria was
monolingual in Greko or bilingual in Greko-Romance until the 1920s–1930s
(1950s in the caseof Gallicianò; cf. Squillaci 2016), this represents a sociolinguis-
tic situation where a Romance variety would be acquired by Greko l1 speakers.
Following the structural analysis in section 5, we suggest that l1 speakers of
Greko transferred—among other properties—their nominal structure into the
Romance dialect, when acquiring it. This would account for the development
and availability of unagreement in the resulting variety. As shown in section
4 and further discussed in section 5, the availability of further types of una-
greement, notably quantificational andwh-unagreement, support the idea that
there is a structural split between the locus of person, Pers, and of definiteness,
19 As for other phenomena concerning the Greek-Romance contact in southern Italy see
Lekakou & Quer (2016a, b) and Ledgeway et al. (forthcoming a, b). For discussion of the
role of the vulnerability of the d-system in the development of hybrid patterns in creole
languages (particularly concerning systems of specificity and definiteness marking), see
Aboh (2015:171–221).
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just like in Greek. The Italian-type apcs could be the result of a surface effect
that suppresses the realisation of d in the presence of an overt personal pro-
noun (see fn. 13 above). This would be consistent with the strong markedness
of apcs in the southern Romance varieties discussed in section 5. As suggested
there, if speakers are urged to produce an apc rather than the preferred una-
greement, or if there is no t (or v) probe licensing the null spell-out of Pers
characteristic for pro-drop, the “gap” in the paradigm could be filled by draw-
ing on the standard Italian structure. In technical terms this could mean that
the language exceptionally allows spell-out of Pers and suppresses the reali-
sation of d instead (either to remain true to a general requirement to avoid
co-occurrence of Pers and d, or to retain surface identity to the standard Ital-
ian pattern).
Although unagreement is—as far as we know—not displayed at all among
northern and central Italian varieties and among southern Italian dialects the
phenomenon is definitely patchy, even within the Greek-Romance contact
areas, it is most plausible that the varieties that show unagreement nowadays
have developed it through contact over time.
6.2 Greek-Romance contact in northern Calabria
While the interpretation of unagreement as a contact-induced linguistic fea-
ture is straightforward for southern Calabrese, and the Romance dialect of
BovaMarina inparticular, considering the intense long-lastingGreek-Latin/Ro-
mance coexistence until the last century, we acknowledge that the genesis of
unagreement in northern Calabrese is not explained as readily.
The northern Calabria area we referred to throughout this contribution is
recognized, since Lausberg’s (1939) work, as a peculiar geo-linguistic contin-
uum, known in the specialized literature as the ‘Lausberg area’ (Parlangèli 1971;
Bigalke 1980; Caratù 1988; Fanciullo 1988; Martino 1991, a.o.), which encom-
passes the present-day northern Calabria and southern Basilicata. The conser-
vative phonetic andmorphological features exhibited by the Romance dialects
of this area raised several questions in the past decades concerning its lin-
guistic history, which proves to be unique within the peninsula. As Martino
(1991) showed, the Romanization process beginning at the end of the 3rd cen-
tury bc found a region, then called Lucania,20 where among the pre-Roman
20 Nowadays Basilicata (previously called ‘Lucania’) refers to the geo-political Italian region
bordering Calabria to the north. The ancient Lucania corresponds nowadays to northern
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languages21 Greek played a crucial role due to its hegemonic status, without
however influencing the Italic variety spoken there, Oscan. Historical and his-
toriographical sources, albeit often contradictory, suggest that before Latin
took over, a linguistic assimilation into Greek never happened, although a long
coexistence of Italic varieties and Greek is robustly attested. What did hap-
pen, though, was a profound Romanizationwhich deeply changed the political
and anthropic geography of the region. The consequent process of Latinization
was boosted over the following centuries, to the detriment of the Italic vari-
eties, and reached its acme during the 1st century bc. At that point in history,
Lucania departed from the common line of events concerning southern Italy
and was somehow left behind. Due to a general economic decay and demo-
graphic reduction, the area became increasingly isolated during the first four
centuries ad and kept little contactwith the rest of the Romanworld. The isola-
tion severely sloweddown the linguistic evolutionwith respect to theRomance
development elsewhere (Wartburg 1980) and arguably gave rise to the numer-
ous archaic features that the modern dialects still display. After the Byzantine
conquest in the 6th century the region became an eparchy, but its condition
of seclusion did not change. It actually became even more extreme in the 8th
century, when the marginal cultural role of the area and the linguistic influ-
ence of Byzantine Greek further affected the evolution of Latin into Romance,
which could never absorb the linguistic innovations occurring in the rest of the
Latin/Romance-speaking world. Therefore, the notorious conservative linguis-
tic character of the ‘Lausberg Area’ has to be connected to the geographical,
social, religious and cultural conditions of Lucania between the 3rd and the
6th centuries, which reveal an impoverished and divided territory that could
not put up the same resistance to the Greek influence as it did six centuries
before, at the time of the conquest of Rome.
The medieval pre-Norman northern Calabria was extensively influenced by
Byzantine culture (Guillou 1965 a.o.). The consequent diffusion of Greek had
its apogee in the 11th century with the establishment of the Theme of Luca-
nia. According to Falkenhausen (1978), at the same time the area was reached
by the migration of population from Sicily and southern Calabria. If we zoom
into northwestern Calabria, we see that the origin of many mountainous vil-
lages (including Verbicaro, the source of our northern Calabrian data) is due to
the foundation of several Byzantinemonasteries across the area encompassing
Calabria and a great portion of the Italian region of Basilicata. The present-day central
and southern Calabria corresponded to the area referred to as Bruttium.
21 See Silvestri (1998) and Rix (2003).
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the present-day northernCalabria and southern Basilicata, whichwas officially
defined as the Eparchy of Mercurion22 (Borsari 1963; Guillou 1972). In particu-
lar, in northwestern Calabria the presence of Byzantine monks is attested over
a period of time between the 8th and the 13th century (Mercati 1937; Cappelli
1963; Campagna 1988), thus enduring for two more centuries after the estab-
lishment of the Normans in Calabria and Basilicata (11th century; van Houts
2000) and arguably forming ethnic islands united by one language and one
cultural tradition, which was represented by themonasteries (themost impor-
tant founding dates from the 12th century). Even though so far no linguistic
evidence has been retrieved as robust as the traces concerning the Greek-
Romance contact in southern Calabria, it seems plausible that the historical
influence of a vivid Byzantine Greek monasticism in northern Calabria (and
southern Basilicata) may have affected the culture of several villages in many
aspects, including language. As Caracausi (1986) points out, the Greek linguis-
tic influence of themonks did not overcome the uninterrupted Latin/Romance
substratum. However, it integrated and coexisted with it. Unfortunately, the
shortage of historical written sources for the relevant varieties highly limits the
possibility of detailed diachronic reconstruction on the development of una-
greement in northern Calabrian. However, the hypothesis that the systematic
availability of unagreement in northern Calabrese is the result of the contact
situation in the Byzantine era seems well worth pursuing.
7 Conclusion
To conclude, in this paper we have discussed unagreement data from southern
Italian Greek and Romance varieties.While the Calabrian Greek variety Greko
essentially patterns with smg as far as unagreement and the structure of apcs
is concerned, the Italo-Romance dialects display a hybrid pattern. Northern
and southern Calabrese clearly show the unagreement phenomenon, but their
apcs lack the definite article, just like apcs in standard Italian. This poses
a problem for accounts which link the availability of unagreement to the
mandatory use of definite articles in apcs.
We have proposed to extend Höhn’s (2016) unagreement account to the
Italo-Romance varieties. The core hypothesis that the structural correlate of
unagreement is the encoding of person features separately from definiteness is
22 The geographical boundaries as well as the origin of the name of this monastic area are
still objects of discussions.We refer to Roma (2012) for an outline of different hypotheses.
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supported by the availability of further types of unagreement in these dialects
(quantificational, wh- and relative clause unagreement), which also suggest a
decoupling of person features from the d position. If this is on the right track,
the stability of the hybrid pattern of pronominal determiner-type apcs and
unagreement may suggest a shift in perspective regarding the acquisition of
the relevant nominal structures. Rather than specific apc patterns triggering
the availability of unagreement, it may be that the availability of unagreement
leads learners to posit a nominal structure with independent person features,
and the observable apc patterns in languages like Greek follow from that struc-
ture. This would allow learners of the southern Italian varieties to acquire the
“Greek-type” nominal structure that licenses the various unagreement phe-
nomena, while the sociolinguistic influence of standard Italian might play a
role in preventing or blocking the occurrence of the overt article in apcs, pos-
sibly by supporting an endemic morphophonological restriction against the
co-occurrence of overt realisations of Pers and d. These speculations call for
extensive further research into the actual usage patterns of apcs and unagree-
ment in order to achieve an understanding of their potential role in the acqui-
sition of nominal structure.
Finally, we have addressed the role of language contact between Greek
and Romance varieties in the relevant areas as the likely source of the unex-
pectedpatterns of unagreement. For southernCalabrese the influence of Greek
is widely accepted, so the hypothesis that the Greek nominal structure was
adopted into the Romance variety is very plausible. For the occurrence of un-
agreement in northern Calabrese we tentatively suggest the possibility of an
influence from Greek-Romance contact in the Byzantine era.
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